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On a dream of my father almost ten years after his death 

and on what would have been the 62
nd
 anniversary of his wedding. 

 

Knuckles … … an old man’s knuckles ... 

if  I could draw them,  were I an artist 

I could show you 

that poignant parchment of a life drawn over bones 

elected to view by my Machiavellian dreams, 

cells and sinews synthesized by their somatic schemes. 

 

Knuckles straining … hand on hand 

cupped  socket-like on bole, 

gnarled, knobbed, knotted:    both grip and walking stick; 

control holding his whole will, 

his whole world of uprightness,  upholding 

his last chance of erectus      

in this stance. 

 

Knuckles … taking the whole strain of wrist, arm, shoulders, 

neck, spine, pelvis, legs and feet 

that once maintained their own momentum in his life-force years,  

holding and beholding          - such things beholding:   

trenches, discipline; ambition stolen 

like a rug from under ego by the years  

       

      of knuckling down! 
 

Firm as the will, the face; jaw set as the knuckles - 

but willing none to see … … concern; 

yet in it, those who can,         discern  

- by half a laughter line embarrassed to have met 

   his mouth, and flickered over tense eyes like a net - 

a glimmer of the indestructible 

 

that metal cannot cut, nor fire burn, nor water wet, nor wind dry up  

and body-fills the membranes of my mind. 

The poignancy as real as tears. 
 

What is your reality … … your myth …  

Holding postures?  Standing firm? 

My thoughts fly round, appealing for a message.  

 

As real in this post mortem image, as ever you were unreal to me in life, 

the essence of an eros, costumed and psyche-fleshed 

for this one night stand on my dream stage. 



 

Your visit moved me so. 

 

 I’ll just hold that strange emotion in my head 

- fishing in the labyrinth with a Theseus’ thread - 

this underworld gift of psychic life, newborn from the dead.  
 

 


